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Australia-Asia PowerLink
(AAPowerLink)

Who is Sun Cable?

Overview of the Project

Sun Cable is an Australian-founded, world-leading renewable
energy company. Our vision is to see the Indo-Pacific region
powered by renewable energy, harnessing Australia’s highquality solar resource.

Sun Cable is proposing to build a renewable energy transmission
system called the Australia-Asia PowerLink (AAPowerLink),
which will include one of the world’s largest solar farm and
battery systems in the Barkly Region of the Northern Territory.

We are creating a renewable and sustainable energy export
industry and reducing global greenhouse gas emissions.

The project will generate, store and transmit renewable
electricity to Australian and Asian markets.
The AAPowerLink has Major Project Status with the Northern
Territory and Australian Governments and the initiative is on
Infrastructure Australia’s Priority Listing.
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Respect for Communities 			
in Which We Operate
Sun Cable will consult and work with the communities in
which we operate to identify and create benefits for the
region.
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We pay our respects to the Traditional Owners of the land
where our project will operate. In the Northern Territory this
is from Powell Creek to the Arafura Sea and all the land in
between.
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Key Locations
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The proposed location for the solar farm and battery
precinct is 12,000 hectares of land on Powell Creek Station,
about 70 kilometres south-west of Elliott.
The Powell Creek site was selected as Sun Cable’s
preferred site because it:
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• is one of the most consistently sunny places on earth
• has very flat land suitable for solar panels
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• is close to railway corridor for transmission of electricity
and transport of equipment.
From Powell Creek, approximately 800 kilometres of
overhead transmission line will follow the railway corridor
to Livingstone, south of Darwin, then travel through the
Litchfield Municipality to Murrumujuk, on the Gunn Point
Peninsula.
A converter station and battery will be built near
Murrumujuk on 55 hectares of land. Underground cables
will enter the sea on Murrumujuk beach, and subsea cables
will extend all the way to Singapore. Access to the beach
will be maintained. There will be no permanent impact to
fishing and recreational activities on the beach.

Benefits of the Project
The project will have many regional, Territory, Australiawide and global benefits. Some of these benefits are:
• provides affordable, reliable power to the NT
• business opportunities for local people
• jobs in construction and operations

Exporting the Sun’s Energy

• skills training and education support

The steps in the process:

• a new centre of excellence for renewable energy 		
in the NT

• capture the sun’s energy and produce electricity at a
large solar farm

• reduces global greenhouse gas emissions

• store this electricity in a giant battery

• it will make Australia a proud world leader in the export
of renewable energy, and boost manufacturing and
export revenue.

• convert the electricity to high voltage direct current

Sun Cable is working with the Northern Land Council to
establish an Indigenous Land Use Agreement that will
provide benefits to the Traditional Owners of the land on
which the project is proposed.

• provide electricity to the Darwin and Katherine region

Benefits to the NT

• send electricity to Murrumujuk using poles and wires
along the railway corridor and utilities corridor
• send electricity to Singapore using underwater cables
on the seafloor.

Construction
Once all environmental approvals are issued, construction
will take up to four years, creating up to 1500 jobs across
the footprint of the project. Construction is expected to
commence in 2024.
The solar farm and battery at Powell Creek will be built at
the same time as the transmission line to Murrumujuk. Solar
arrays will be built in Darwin and transported to Powell Creek
by train. Most equipment will come to site by train or road
from Darwin.
The subsea cables will be laid between Darwin and
Singapore, using large specially designed cable-laying ships.

Sustainability
The project is expected to abate a total of 8.6 million tonnes
of CO2 equivalent. Of that, 2.5 million tonnes will be abated in
Darwin, or nearly 13 per cent of the Northern Territory’s total
greenhouse gas emissions (based on 2019 levels).
Sun Cable also plans to build a large battery on Middle
Arm Peninsula and a solar array manufacturing facility
on East Arm Peninsula. More information on these
projects can be found on our website.

Renewable energy is good for the planet, reducing reliance on
fossil fuels for energy production and reducing greenhouse
gas emissions. This helps reduce climate change.
Our environmental studies will look for ways to avoid and
minimise impacts to environment and heritage values, as well
as reduce greenhouse gas emissions during construction.

Environmental and
Social Studies
Sun Cable is preparing an Environmental Impact
Statement (EIS) to further understand how the project
could impact on the environment and how we can
mitigate those impacts or generate benefits.
Studies include:
• culture and heritage including studies of cultural
values and sacred sites
• biodiversity (plants and animals, threatened species)
• surface water (creeks, waterholes, billabongs)
• soils (waste, contamination)
• people’s health and quality of life from traffic, noise,
dust, visual impact of the towers
• social and economic impacts (accommodation,
housing, community cohesion, jobs, economic
benefits).

Regulatory Approvals
Sun Cable has to obtain many approvals from the Northern
Territory and Commonwealth Governments, then make a final
decision to proceed with construction.
Indicative timelines:
• 2020 – submit environmental referrals - complete
• 2021 – submit variation to environmental referrals - complete
• end 2021 - lodge environmental and heritage studies
• 2022 - environmental approvals determined
• 2023, Q4 - financial close
• 2024, Q1 - onshore construction starts
• 2026 - electricity transmission to Darwin commences
• 2027 - electricity transmission to Singapore commences

Consultation
You can get in touch with us at any time to raise issues 		
or ask questions.
• you can visit our website - www.suncable.sg
• you can email us at - info@aapowerlink.sg
Sun Cable will consult with affected communities and
stakeholders regularly throughout the project. We will provide
summaries and findings of our studies.
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